Yahoo Small Business
YSB, owned by Verizon Media, offers web
essentials, business services, website design,
development, and hosting to small business
customers globally. The Yahoo Small Business
blog gives entrepreneurs advice on how to
successfully run a small business.
Smallbusiness.yahoo.com/

Challenge
Yahoo Small Business wanted to attract organic traffic, grow their readership, and ultimately build
authority in the small business space. They wanted to be the go-to company for small biz services.
Ranking content in this highly competitive space was a challenge, and the quality of their posts
wasn’t having much of an impact. I was hired for a 1-year contract to ghostauthor the blog and find
creative ways to optimize, boost and rank engaging content.

Solution





Create and implement an effective SEO strategy to start ranking organic blog posts
Create original blog videos to add to the blogs to boost SEO (from scratch not using AI)
Convert blog posts into high value downloadable guides for small business owners
Post blogs daily to improve content consistency across the site

Results





Many of the posts ranked better than their core site pages
A steady incremental increase in organic traffic across the blog
Increase in video views and guide downloads
Successfully improved organic traffic, unique visitors, and new users

Optimized posts

Note: YSB is now Verizon: https://www.verizon.com/business/small-business-essentials/resources

Blog posts with custom video

Custom designed infographics

Guides

Client Feedback
"Carla was a delight to work with and her insights were always very valuable. She
was able to effectively work with the underlying goal of the project and evolve it
by crafting pillar articles, videos, and even creating thought-out article campaigns.
She not only worked on the immediate task but considered the overall SEO as well.
She was very easy to work with and provided valuable results! I look forward to
working with her again in the future."

Jessica Reeves, Product Marketing Specialist,
Yahoo Small Business, Verizon Media

